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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) uses Salesforce as a CRM and identity provider (IdP) for their Sales Team to seamlessly
login to intemaJ portals. The IT team at UC is now evaluating Salesforce to act as an IdP for its remaining employees. 

Which Salesforce license is required to fulfill this requirement? 

A. External Identity 

B. Identity Verification 

C. Identity Connect 

D. Identity Only 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal containers (UC) has multiple salesforce orgs and would like to use a single identity provider to access all of
their orgs. How should UC\\'S architect enable this behavior? 

A. Ensure that users have the same email value in their user records in all of UC\\'s salesforce orgs. 

B. Ensure the same username is allowed in multiple orgs by contacting salesforce support. 

C. Ensure that users have the same Federation ID value in their user records in all of UC\\'s salesforce orgs. 

D. Ensure that users have the same alias value in their user records in all of UC\\'s salesforce orgs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An identity architect has built a native mobile application and plans to integrate it with a Salesforce Identity solution. The
following are the requirements for the solution: 

1.

 Users should not have to login every time they use the app. 

2.

 The app should be able to make calls to the Salesforce REST API. 

3.

 End users should NOT see the OAuth approval page. 

How should the identity architect configure the Salesforce connected app to meet the requirements? 
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A. Enable the API Scope and Offline Access Scope, upload a certificate so JWT Bearer Flow can be used and then set
the connected app access settings to "Admin Pre- Approved". 

B. Enable the API Scope and Offline Access Scope on the connected app, and then set the connected app to access
settings to \\'Admin Pre-Approved". 

C. Enable the Full Access Scope and then set the connected app access settings to "Admin Pre-Approved". 

D. Enable the API Scope and Offline Access Scope on the connected app, and then set the Connected App access
settings to "User may self authorize". 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

Outfitters (NTO) is using Experience Cloud as an Identity for its application on Heroku. The application on Heroku
should be able to handle two brands, Northern Trail Shoes and Northern Trail Shirts. 

A user should select either of the two brands in Heroku before logging into the community. The app then performs
Authorization using OAuth2.0 with the Salesforce Experience Cloud site. 

NTO wants to make sure it renders login page images dynamically based on the user\\'s brand preference selected in
Heroku before Authorization. 

what should an identity architect do to fulfill the above requirements? 
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A. For each brand create different communities and redirect users to the appropriate community using a custom Login
controller written in Apex. 

B. Create multiple login screens using Experience Builder and use Login Flows at runtime to route to different login
screens. 

C. Authorize third-party service by sending authorization requests to the community-
url/services/oauth2/authorize/cookie_value. 

D. Authorize third-party service by sending authorization requests to the community-
url/services/oauth2/authonze/expid_value. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal containers wants to implement single Sign-on for a salesforce org using an external identity provider and
corporate identity store. What type of Authentication flow is required to support deep linking? 

A. Web server Oauth SSO flow. 

B. Identity-provider-initiated SSO 

C. Service-provider-initiated SSO 

D. Start URL on identity provider 

Correct Answer: C 
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